2001 pontiac aztek cooling fans not working

It only takes a minute to sign up. This question seems to be attracting a lot of views, so I guess
a lot of people are having the same problem. Just to be clear, the problem with MY fans
specifically seemed to be caused by my new temp sensor being faulty. This isn't likely to be
your problem , but don't rule it out. There are some other great diagnostics suggested below for
other possible reasons the fans aren't running. There was a bigger problem with overheating
with this car, even after the fans were running correctly. The stock engine comes with a plastic
intake manifold gasket, which is prone to failure. It leaks coolant into the cylinders and causes
inefficiency in the cooling system, leading to low coolant and overheating. You can replace this
gasket with a metal one, the repair is a little involved but I managed with a Haynes manual.
Good luck! This didn't seem to resolve the issue -- the engine still overheats when at a stop.
This lead me to suspect the fans, so I tested the fans themselves independent dual electric
cooling fans. They do not start when the engine is warm I wired each fan directly to the battery,
both function correctly. Next, I checked the relays, both tested operational. If I disconnect the
temperature sensor, both fans come on immediately. So, I replaced the temperature sensor. The
problem persists; the engine will reach , the thermostat opens determined by watching the
temp. If I disconnect the new! I have read that turning the air conditioning on should also cause
the fans to turn on, this does not happen with the temp. I am at my wits end as to what to check
next. I am prepared instead to hardwire the fans to the ignition switch. Can anyone give me any
ideas of any further diagnostic steps before I give up and take the "duct tape solution"? This is
my wife's daily driver, so the pressure is on! Thanks in advance. Don't be discouraged by a new
part not working. My family runs a shop, and we get defective parts all the time. There is a table
located here that shows diagnostic steps you can take. Hook your temp sender up to a meter
and drop it in some boiling water. This should tell you if it's working or not. Personally, I'd just
disconnect it until you get the issue figured out -- running the fans continuously isn't going to
hurt anything, it'll just be loud. The problem might be with the body control module BCM. Or you
can buy a separate temperature fan relay system with a temp probe and bypass the system. It
will work as normal cooling when needed only. Its the connecter that you unplug from the temp
sensor. That connection is usually bad and can be fixed by directly putting the wires together or
cleaning each connector. Had the same problem on grand prix gt series 2. Sign up to join this
community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Cooling fans not running Ask
Question. Asked 8 years, 4 months ago. Active 5 years, 11 months ago. Viewed k times. Update
This question seems to be attracting a lot of views, so I guess a lot of people are having the
same problem. Improve this question. Chris Chris 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 9 9 bronze
badges. MarkJohnson -- Thank you for pointing out this requirement. It was not the main
problem, but armed with the knowledge that the bleeding is necessary saved me time later when
I did the larger repair. Sorry, I'm a little unclear as to the answer on this one. Did your problem
end up being a defective temp sensor? Brandon Yes, I believe so. I exchanged the temp sensor
for a new one and installed it, and the cooling fans engaged. The overheating problem, however,
was a larger issue -- we had coolant leaking into the cylinders with little evidence other than
constant need to refill and I had to replace the lower intake manifold gasket. It is, apparently,
common on this car. GM used a "plastic set" gasket, and the plastic warps then degrades over
time. The replacement gasket is metal set. I did the work myself and I am a third-rate home
tinkerer -- it wasn't hard with a repair manual. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this
answer. Sly Sly 1 1 silver badge 8 8 bronze badges. Thanks, I'll check out that link. The thing
about the part being defective I don't think that's the problem. When I disconnect the temp.
When I plug it in, it springs back to the proper temp. That leads me to believe the part in
question is functioning, and the trouble is elsewhere. I guess nothing's impossible, though! It
could be working for reading the temperature and displaying it, but not working when it comes
to turning the fans on. If that's the case, I would say it's probably something with the PCM. If
you're lucky, you might can find a junked car with a used PCM that still works, rather than
having to buy a new one. They can be pretty expensive. That works, too. It wouldn't be the first
or last time someone has done it. That link looks like a great resource, other than the computer
scanner thing, I'll start at the top there. If the solution is on that chart, I'll be sure to accept this.
Thanks again. Show 2 more comments. Hi, thanks for the answer. In this particular case, the
problem was that my new part was a dud. Your suggestion is definitely plausible, and a good
thing to check when diagnosing this problem. I no longer have this vehicle the question is 2
years old , but I hope this can help someone else in the future. Take care! The BCM in most
vehicles only controls things like the interior lights, radio, and the like. The PCM will switch the
fans on as needed through a relay. This is how GM vehicles do it, anyway. My problem wound
up being caused by a new part that was a dud, but this is a great suggestion for diagnostics if
someone else is having the same problem. The question is over 2 years old, and I no longer
have this vehicle, but thanks for trying to help! Hope this helps a future home mechanic. Thanks

for the answer -- however, this question is 2 years old, and I no longer have the car. Also, the
problem was, as indicated in the accepted answer, simply a case of my new part being a dud.
That said, I think this suggestion is helpful in the diagnostic process if someone else is having a
similar problem, it is very possible that there's a bad electrical connection. Thanks again!
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wasn't. Checked all fuses under the hood. Heads and intake machined recently, new top end
gaskets. Replaced poor performing radiator last week and has made a significant improvement
in coolant temperature control, almost don't need the fans. No leaks and new hoses all around.
What next? Last edited: Mar 26, Only thing left is relay and the ECM. You are sure you replaced
the correct temperature sensor and it is not defective? Ok, bad news I think. Replaced the relay
and the fans both came on and work for about miles. For two years I have had this car and the
temp rarely went above the mark and just one notch at that. Then the head gasket went out and I
had the top end redone and the radiator replaced. Fans were working up until that point.
Auxilary fan went first and the primary went soon after. The relay brought them back for a short
time and it appears the new relay has died. Anyone know how to test a relay? The new relay
fixed it but only for a short time and I think the relay burned out or something. I will go through
the check list again. Update - it looks like it is the fan beginning to fail. Can't remember. I guess
the relays double as a fuse in this situation. I will know for sure and let you all know the
outcome after this weekend. It was one or both of the fans failing and was the source of the
chirping noise. I checked all the fuses at first and they were all fine. Replaced the fans and
relays but what I didn't know was when I replaced the damaged relays the overload transferred
to a fuse and burned it. I discovered this when I went though the fuses again as a last resort.
Lesson learned is always go over the fuses and relays multiple times. Thanks for the help!!! I
could have written your post. A blown head gasket that I had to replace on my Montana
eventually led to both my fans not working after I put the top end back together. I bought a new
coolant temp sensor and a new radiator. Didn't solve anything. Today, I bypassed the relays and
both fans worked. Tomorrow I will pick up a couple of new relays and see where that takes me.
The only difference between my problem and yours is that my fans don't "chirp". Thanks for the
help in solving this problem. If the relays do the trick, I won't have to go any further Post reply.
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Came with original keys. Tried the 30 minute res My interior lights does not shut down. It stays
on even when i am driving. It just go off after a while when the car is off. I have a Pontiac aztek
and ive checked the fuses and even the fuse under the hood my rear hatch will not open by key
or by button I cant get to my lights in the back if they need to be fixed im n CarGurus has
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doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Pontiac Aztek question. Search Pontiac Aztek Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Okay so I've
been to a few places to have them checked out getting tired of paying people to get me some
bull answer and trying to get more money. Okay so problem is the cooling fans won't come on
even when the ac is engaged but they do come on when I disconnect the temperature sending
unit so I thought that was the problem so I replaced it but no go I've replace all my relays to the
fans still no go I replaced the thermostat and again nothing so I don't know where to go from
here After a flush and fill on the cooling system and messing around I noticed my fans did come
on but at the instrument cluster it shows I'm out of the normal range just a little under the dot
right before the red and that's when the engine temperature's at so I'm guessing my clusters not
accurate and I do hear two clicks and all the needles move to those click's so what's the best
way for a repair or should I just replace the whole cluster? Do you. Hello, Yes the fans come on
a little late in some models which is normal. You are right about the cluster gauge being a little
off which has been our experience as well. You can try replacing the cluster but don't be
surprised if the gauge is doing the same thing. I would let it go if the engine is not overheating
then there is no problem. Please let us know what happens. Was this answer. The coolant fans
on my pontiac aztek are not coming on I have already purchased a new relay fuse and its still
not coming on what else can I do or try Was this answer. Unplug the coolant temp sensor, then
see if fan will turn on? Will the fan run if you turn on the ac? Check for applicable trouble codes.
Some of the national brand autostores will check codes for free. Have you checked for voltage
and ground at the radiator fan connector? Hi: Check to see if you are getting power to the
motors. Also, is the temp gauge in the car working? Hello, It could be the cooling fan shorted
out or one of the relays has stopped working. Is a guide and wiring diagram that will help you
get the problem fixed. Best, Ken Image Click to enlarge. My option codes are missing for my
aztek. How do I get or find the codes so I can order the right fan Was this answer. The options
codes are in the glove box on the inside of the door. There should be three options. Cheers, Ken
Was this answer. I have a Pontiac Aztek that is running hot. It has yet to overheat gauge in the
red or dash warnings but the dash gauge has been to the dot before the red zone more than
once. It occurs mostly on hot days in traffic when it is stop and go. Extended highway driving
seems to help it down some but will still fluctuate a bit. When I watch it in the driveway the
temperature gauge keeps climbing but the cooling fans do not come on unless I turn on the AC.
This is typically a wash on the temp gauge as the engine works harder but the fans are on.
Thoughts on how to diagnose? This is probably normal. The fans are not programmed co come
on until about degrees. That ma seem high but it's normal. Thanks for the information. Good
places to start. Followup questions though. Would it be normal for the gauge in the aztek to
fluctuate between less than half and nearly overheating on a consistent basis. Or is it arbitrary?
Like with an infrared thermometer or something to that effect. Thanks again and in advance. I
recently noticed my vehicle over heating while in city traffic. Vehicle does not overheat at
highway speeds. I do mostly highway driving so do not know how long this has been a problem.
Coolant levels are fine in both the radiator and the reserve. I have replaced the coolant temp
sensor. I have replaced one of the fan relays. The other two fan relays are fine. The fuses are
fine. All wiring is in good shape. I have checked with multiple part supply stores and no one can
figure it out. Thank you in advanced. Maybe your not waiting long enough for the fans to cycle
on? What does the temp gage show? Other than the ac, there is no fan request, as far as
coolant, unless the coolant temp exceeds degrees. There is also a hot temp indicator on the
dash, that won't come on unless coolant temp exceeds degrees. According to my info. The dash
gauge is not real reliable but the fluctuation could also mean air pockets in the system. The best
way is to use a scan tool and see the exact digital temp that the computer is seeing and verify
that with an infrared thermometer. The temp gage on the dash usually sits in about the middle,
recently it has reached the half hash mark prior to the red. Bas
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ed on the temp gage on the dash it is hot. The service engine soon light or other warning lights
have not come on. I have intentionally let the car get hot to see if the fan would come on and
nothing ever happened. Did you ever figure out what was causing this issue in you Aztek? I
appear to have the same issue going on except the AC seems to make my temp run even higher

Was this answer. If the person doesn't answer, you can make a new post. More people will see
it. Please note that the thermustat was replace too. Thanks Was this answer. How hot does it
get, temp wise, degrees F. Are there any applicable trouble codes? My info says the bcm sends
signal to pcm to operate the fans. If bcm has a problem, the pcm can operate the fans by itself.
Please login or register to post a reply. My Car Is Over Heating. And Replave The Water Pump
And Replave The Water Pump. Replacement Of Thermostat? Where Is The Thermostat Located?
I Need To Change It. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

